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**Creativity**: The native peoples of the American Southeast, notably the Cherokee, believed that animals diving deeply in the primordial waters brought up mud and created the earth. The fish has therefore come to represent creativity.

**Enthusiasm**: For Celts of Northern Europe fire had a profound meaning. It pushed back darkness and brought warmth to tribal settlements. Midsummer was also marked with fire festivals, and the intertwined fire symbol suggests enthusiasm for life.

**Energy**: The Yin and Yang is the traditional Chinese symbol for energy. It demonstrates that everything in the universe has its opposite, and that the two meet in dynamic tension. Examples are light and dark, fast and slow, the land and the sea.

**Vision**: The Egyptian eye was a symbol of vision. When it opened, the universe was bathed in light; when it closed, darkness filled the void. The Egyptians painted eyes on coffins to illuminate the path of the dead in the next world.
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CREATIVITY: The native peoples of the American Southeast, notably the Cherokee, believed that animals diving deeply in the primordial waters brought up mud and created the earth. The fish has therefore come to represent creativity.

ETHUSIASM: For Celts of Northern Europe fire had a profound meaning. It pushed back darkness and brought warmth to tribal settlements. Midsummer was also marked with fire festivals, and the intertwined fire symbol suggests enthusiasm for life.

ENERGY: The Yin and Yang is the traditional Chinese symbol for energy. It demonstrates that everything in the universe has its opposite, and that the two meet in dynamic tension. Examples are light and dark, fast and slow, the land and the sea.

VISION: The Egyptian eye was a symbol of vision. When it opened, the universe was bathed in light, when it closed, darkness filled the void. The Egyptians painted eyes on coffins to illuminate the path of the dead in the next world.

These mission concepts were discovered at the company website on March 19, 2019.

https://www.hwfisher.co.uk/about-us/